FIRE BRIGADES UNION

'

FATAL ACCIDENT
INVESTIGATION

14 ZEPHANIAH WAY
BLAINA GWENT
lST FEBRUARY 1996

REPORT AND CONCLUSIONS

FOREWORD

This report into the fatal accident in which two firefighters were killed at 14 Zephaniah Way,
Blaina, Gwent on the lst February 1996 has been compiled by the Brigade Officials of the Fire
Brigades Union in Gwent in their capacity as appointed Brigade FBU Health and Safety
Officials under the Safety Representatives and Safety Committees Regulations 1977 as
amended.
The Union's investigation, which began on the 1st February 19%, was carried out in liaison
with the Brigade Accident Investigation Team with regard to the interviews of the crews and
officers involved and information assimilation.
The report is divided into two sections; Section A deals with details of the incident and
matters relating to it, whilst Section B looks at the wider issues which the incident raises.
Conclusions where made are on the basis of current standards and practices operating within
Gwent Fire Brigade and the British Fire Service. Where italics are used in the report they
denote direct quotes from radio messages transmitted at the incident, or quotes from other
reports or documents as acknowledged.

As part of the investigation the local FBU Officials have also contacted the Fire Experimental
Unit based at Moreton-in-Marsh, met with instructional staff at the Fire Service College, with
the Area Office of the Health and Safety Executive in Cardiff and with the Regional Office of
Robin Thompson and partners, the Union's solicitors.
The Brigade for their part have co-operated fully with the Union and have allowed open and
free access to all necessary information in order that the appointed safety representatives could
carry out a full and thorough investigation.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
At 06.03 hours on Thursday lst February 1996 Gwent Fire Brigade received the first of eight
fire calls for No. 14 Zephaniah Way, Blaina, Gwent. The Brigade initially mobilised one fire
appliance to the property which was in an area categorised as 1C' risk, however the
predetermined attendance was increased to two fire appliances on receipt of a further fire call
for the incident which stated that children were inside the property.
The first fire appliance to arrive was confronted with a heavily smoke-logged house with no
signs of fire visible. A team of two firefighters wearing breathing apparatus immediately
entered the property and proceeded upstairs where they found a young child. The firefighters
rescued the child and re-entered the property to search for a second child reported to be
inside. WhiJst searching for the second child the breathing apparatus team were caught in a
backdraught which engulfed the whole house in flames (06 .1S hours).
Attempts were made to rescue the breathing apparatus team by the remainder of the first crew
and subsequently by the crew of the second appliance to attend the incident. These rescue
attempts were severely hampered by the fire conditions in the house. The two members of the
breathing apparatus team were eventually rescued from the house at 06.27 and 06.29 hours
respectively. The two members of the breathing apparatus team caught in the backdraught and
the young child whom they rescued were pronounced dead on arrival at hospital. There were
no further persons trapped in the house.
The Fire Brigades Union investigation primarily concerned itself with the health and safety
issues which the incident raised as they related to the firefighters who attended. The
performance of the breathing apparatus sets and fire kit worn by the breathing apparatus team
will be the subject of separate reports carried out by the Health and Safety Executive and the
Fire Brigades Union on behalf of Gwent Fire Brigade. Conclusions are made in the report in
the following areas:
• The design of the house;
• The training of the Officer-in-Charge and the crews attending the incident;
• The breathing apparatus procedures adopted at the incident;
• The initial attendance mobilised to the incident;
The ability of the breathing apparatus team to leave the property immediately following the
backdraught was prevented in part by the inward opening inner porch door jamming on the
hosereel they had taken into the house on their initial entry. There were also found to be
deficiencies in the training of the initial crew attending in the recognition of indicators of a
potential backdraught and in the training of the Officer-in-Charge in risk assessment and the
control factors which could have been put into operation to minimise the risk to the breathing
apparatus team caught in the backdraught.
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The procedures laid down in Technical Bulletin 1/89 for the setting up of Stage 1 BA Entry
Control were not followed prior to the entry of the first BA crew due to the decision taken to
attempt a snatch rescue on the arrival of the first appliance. Furthermore an emergency team
could not be provided with the resources initially mobilised. As the Union's investigation into
the fatal accident progressed it was found that limitations in terms of personnel in attendance
leading up to the occurrence of the backdraught and during the initial rescue attempts had a
major bearing on the outcome of the incident.
The following conclusions are made:
The action of the inner glazed porch door jamming closed on the hosereel taken in by
the BA crew prevented them from exiting the property by their entry route.
Accordingly their means of egress from the risk area, in line with the duty placed on
employers under Section 2 (2) (d) of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, was not
maintained. (Paragraph 8.15)
The crews attending the incident had not been provided with specific structured
training in bow to recognise the indicators of a potential backdraught and the tactics to
reduce the risk of the backdraught occurring. Training in terms of lectures on
ventilation, required under either the Quarterly Retained Firefigbter Drill Programme
or the Wholetime Firefighter Training Programme operating in Gwent, provided the
crews with little information on backdraughts, and was not, in the case of retained
firefigbters, supported by any references to a bibliography to be used in the preparation
of lectures. There was no practical training given to crews in backdraught recognition
or firefigbting techniques. (Paragraph 13.24)
The Officer-in-Charge of the initial attendance was not in a position to carry out a
suitable and sufficient risk assessment of the dangers to bis initial BA crew due to
inadequate training in regard to the recognition of indicators of a potential
backdraught. Consequently be would not have been in a position to instigate
appropriate preventive and protective measures to minimise the risk to that BA crew.
(Paragraph 13.28)
The suggested procedures laid down in Technical Bulletin 1/89 regarding the setting up
of Stage 1 BA Entry Control prior to committing BA wearers to the risk area do not
take into account the moral pressure on rirefighters to act quickly when the initial
appliance attending an incident is faced with a "snatch rescue" situation. This can lead
to Stage 1 BA Entry Control being set up after the BA crew has been committed with
consequent room for mistakes to be made in recording procedures for the time of entry
of that BA crew. (Paragraph 14.13)
The requirement for BA emergency teams to be established when Stage 1 BA Entry
Control is in operation only if personnel resources permit has implications for the
weight of attack initially mobilised to incidents. An initial mobilisation of two fire
appliances to the incident at 14 Zephaniab Way would have provided the personnel
resources necessary to establish a BA emergency team at the incident prior to the
backdraught occurring. This would have facilitated a faster committal of BA personnel
to effect the rescue of the firefighters caught in the backdraught. (Paragraph 14.14)
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The recommended minimum attendances and minimum attendance times as laid down
in the 1985 CFBAC report on Standards of Fire Cover are weighted more in favour of
limiting the spread of fire as opposed to ensuring that the safety of firefighten making
up the fint attendance at these incidents is not jeopardised by the initial mobilisation of
insufficient resources. In the case oftbe incident at 14 Zephaniah Way, Blaina, an initial
mobilisation of two appliances on receipt of the fint call for the incident would have
provided an additional crew at the fire one minute and 37 seconds before the
backdraught occurred. This additional crew could have begun fll"efighting I venting
duties prior to the re-committal of the Blaina BA crew who were caught in the
backdraught. The second appliance could also have provided a BA emergency team.
(Paragraph 15.20)
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1. DETAILS OF BLAINA AND ABERTILLERY FIRE STATIONS

I .I

Blaina Fire Station, call sign B03, operates the retained duty system with an establishment of
13 personnel. The officer-in-charge of the station is Sub Officer 1
The station has
two appliances, a waterladder and a landrover, and covers an area of 3.5 square miles with a
population of 11,OOO. The station was opened in 1960 and the predominant risks in the
station area are OAP residential homes, a hospital, light industry and residential properties. In
1995 the station responded to 285 calls.

1.2

Abertillery Fire Station, call sign B02, operates the day staffed duty system with an
establishment of 15 personnel. The officer-in-charge of the station is Station Officer 1
. The station has two appliances, a waterladder and a land.rover, and covers an area
of 10. 1 square miles with a population of 22,OOO. The station was opened in 1966 and the
predominant risks in the station area are light industry, a hospital, residential properties and
forestry. In 1995 the station responded to 588 calls.
MAP OF AREA
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8 -Zephaniah Way
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14 Zephaniah Way is located
approx. 0 .4 miles from Blaina
Fire Station and approx. 3.1
miles from Abertillery Fire
Station.

Crown copyright. (82-124)
Map reproduced by kind permission of Mander1ey Press Limited Map Publishers
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2. PERSONNEL AND OFFICERS A TfENDING INCIDENT

2 .1

APPLIANCES
Initial appliance attending

B031

Sub 0 1

Liff1

FfKLane
Ff Griffin
Ff1
Ff2

2.2

Make-up on receipt
of Persons Reported
message

BOll
Sub 0 2
Ff3
Ff4
Ff5
Ff6

Make-up on receipt
of BA Emergency
message

B041

Sub 0 3

Ff7
Ff8
Ff9
Ff10
Ff11

Officer-in-Charge appliance
Driver (BA wearer)
BA wearer
BA wearer
(BA wearer)

Officer-in-Charge appliance
Driver
BA wearer
BA wearer
BA Entry Control Officer

Officer-in-Charge appliance
Driver
BA wearer
BA wearer
BA wearer
BA wearer

OFFICERS
A3 8
A26
A36
A3 3

Al 4
A05
A03
A02
AO I

Station Officer 2
Station Officer 1
Station Officer 3
Station Officer 4

ADO 1
DO1
SDO 1
DCFO 1
CFO 1

Officer-in-Charge
BA Emergency
Fire Investigation
Fire Investigation
Officer-in-Charge
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3. FOREWORD TO INCIDENT NARRATIVE
3 .1

The following narrative which details the events leading up to the fatal accident has been
prepared on the basis of Brigade recordings of mainscheme radio broadcasts of the incident
and interviews with the Brigade personnel who attended the call, primarily the crews of B03 l
(Blaina's fire appliance) and B021 (Abertillery's fire appliance). FBU Brigade Officials were
present at the interviews of all the above mentioned personnel, which were carried out
between the lst and the 4th February 1996. The detail in the narrative over and above that
contained in Brigade witness statements is as a result of the FBU representatives taking
contemporaneous notes of everything that was said by personnel during the interviews.

3.2

With regard to the timings given in the narrative, Gwent Brigade Control operates with a
Remsdaq Command and Control Computerised Mobilising System. The system logs key
operation times to the second during call handling and subsequent mobilisation of fire
appliances. The times relating to 999 emergency calls to the brigade and fire brigade
mainscheme radio broadcasts (Control to fire appliance) are recorded on a digital voice
operated logging tape in the control room which simultaneously records up to 11 tracks and
plays back by date, time and track selection. This system gives times to the second of
emergency call recordings and mainscheme radio broadcast recordings.

3.3

There is a 14 second discrepancy between the times shown on the digital audio tape and the
times shown on the Remsdaq Mobilising System in Gwent Brigade Control. The times given
in the report have been adjusted accordingly to allow for this time difference to give an
accurate chronological order of events.

3.4

Where times are assigned to 999 calls to the brigade or to radio transmissions in the narrative
e.g. (06.09.15) - 9 minutes past 6 and 15 seconds, the time in brackets at the end of the first
line of dialogue is the time at which the call I transmission began. The time in brackets at the
end of the last line of dialogue is the time at which the call I transmission ended. Where times
are assigned to lines of dialogue part-way through a call I transmission that time relates to the
time at which that particular line of dialogue ended.
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4. INCIDENT NARRATIVE
4. 1

At 06.03 hours and 19 seconds on Thursday lst February 1996 British Telecom connected
an emergency call to Gwent Fire Brigade Control.

4.2

BT OPERATOR

CONNECTING Phone No. Removed

FBCONTROL

FIRE BRIGADE, WHAT'S 1HE ADDRESS OF THE FIRE?

CALLER

UH, UH, OH DEAR GOD, ITS 14 ZEPHANIAH WAY

FBCONTROL

14, WHAT WAS THE NAME OF 1HE STREET?

CALLER

ZEPHANJAH WAY

FBCONTROL

CAN YOU SPELL THAT FOR ME

CALLER

Z-E-P-H-A-N-1-A-H ZEPHANIAH WAY, FORGES/DE, ELAINA

FBCONTROL

AND WHAT'S ON FIRE THERE?

CALLER

I DON'T KNOW, IT'S NEXT DOOR THEY'VE JUST KNOCKED
ME UP. THERE'S CHILDREN IN THERE, SMOKE IS POURING
OUT

FBCONTROL

RIGHT, SO IT'S A HOUSE THAT'S ON FIRE IS IT?

CALLEJi

THE HOUSE - YES

FBCONTROL

DO YOU KNOW IF EVERYBODY IS OUT OF 1HE HOUSE?

CALLER

I 1HINK SHE'S GOT 1HE TWO CH/WREN OUT

FBCONTROL

SO THEY'RE ALL OUT OF THE HOUSE?

CALLER

YES

FBCONTROL

CAN YOU STAY ON 1HE LINE FOR ME WHILST I SEND A
FIRE ENGINE? (06.04.13)

CALLER

YES-PLEASE

FBCONTROL

SO ITS NUMBER 14 ZEPHANIAH WAY ELAINA HELLO - (SHE'S GONE .... YES SHE'S GONE) - HELLO - HELLO
HELLO
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4.3

CALLER

HELLO

FBCONTROL

HELLO, SO IT'S ..... CAN I JUST CONFIRM IT'S NUMBER 14
ZEPHANIAH WAY ELAINA

CALLER

14 ZEPHANIAH WAY, FORGES/DE, BLAINA

FBCONTROL

RIGHT, AND EVERYBODY IS OUT OF THE HOUSE SAFELY?

CALLER

YES, YES

FBCONTROL

RIGHT WE'RE ON OUR WAY

CALLER

THANKYOU VERY MUCH

FBCONTROL

THANK.YOU, BYE (06.04.46)

Control entered the details on the Brigade mobilising system and matched the address with a
one fire appliance pre-determined attendance based on the information given by the caller.
Control operated the turnout system for Blaina Fire Station at 06.04 hours and 20 seconds.
Personnel from B03 (Blaina), on call from their homes, responded to their alerters and
proceeded to Blaina Fire Station. The teleprinter message at the station stated:

CALLERS ID:
INCIDENT TYPE:
RISK:
STREET:
PARISH:
ADDINFOR:
SEND:
INCIDENT NUMBER:
MAP REF:
06.04
01/02

292021
HOUSE

14, ZEPHANIAH WAY - BLAINA
BLAINA
B031
00547

NG

TERMINAL 04

4.4

In accordance with the Brigade mobilising procedure Control also mobilised one supervisory
officer, Station Officer 2
(A38), to the incident from his home address at 06.05 hours.
Assistant Divisional Officer 1
(A14) was also informed of the call details at his home
address. Control received a second emergency call for 14 Zephaniah Way at 06.06 hours and
18 seconds:

4.5

CALLER
FBCONTROL

THERE'S A FIRE IN FORGES/DE, ON ZEPHANIAH WAY

(06.06.18)

DO YOU KNOW THE NUMBER?
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.

CALLER

15 -1111/NK

FBCONTROL

RIGHT, WHAT'S ON FIRE 111ERE?

CALLER

111EHOUSE

FBCONTROL

RIGHT

CALLER

IT'S NOT 15, ITS NUMBER 14

FBCONTROL

14, AND ITS ZEPHANIAH WAY IN BLAINA

CALLER

YES, IN ELAINA, YOU CAN'T MISS IT ANYWAY 111ERE'S
ALL SMOKE COMING OUT OF 111E HOUSE

FBCONTROL

YES, WE HA VE HAD A CAU TO IT MADAME WE ARE ON
OUR WAY

CALLER

OH YOU HA VE HAD A CALL, ALRIGHT THANKS

FBCONTROL

111ANKYOU, BYE BYE (06.06.44)

4.6

L/ff1
was the first to arrive at Blaina Fire Station and dressed in his fire kit. He
infonned Sub Officer 1
of the details of the call from the teleprinter message and the
fire appliance was booked mobile.

4.7

8031

B031 NOW MOBILE 14 ZEPHANIAH WAY ELAINA SUB OFFICER
1
IN CHARGE B031 OVER (06.08.04)

CONTROL WP TOB031 RECEIVED WPOUT (06.08.18)
4.8

There were 6 riders on the fire appliance:
Sub 0 1
Officer-in-Charge
Liff1
Driver
Ff Kevin Lane
Breathing Apparatus team leader
Ff Stephen Griffin
Breathing Apparatus wearer
Ff2
Ff1

4.9

The crew in the rear of the crew cab were riding in the following positions from the nearside:
Ff Kevin Lane, Ff2
Ff Stephen Griffin, Ff1
.
The crew began donning fire kit with FfK Lane donning the breathing apparatus
communications set and Ff Griffin donning the other breathing apparatus set. Ff1
was
the last crew member to arrive at the station and consequently took up his riding position
next to the offside crew cab door.
Control then confirmed with B03 I that all persons were reported accounted for at this
address.
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4.10

CONTROL WP TO B031 OVER (06.08.30)
B031

B031 GO AHEAD OVER

CONTROL WP TO B031 CALLER STATED ALL PERSONS ACCOUNTED FOR AT
1HIS ADDRESS WP OVER
B031

B031 ALL NOTED OVER

CONTROL B031 RECEIVED WP OUT (06.08.43)
4.11

The waterladder turned out from the fire station and proceeded to Zephaniah Way. At 06.09
hours and 7 seconds Brigade Control received a third emergency call for 14 Zephaniah Way,
Blaina.

4.12

CONTROL

FIRE BRIGADE (06.09.07)

BT OPERATOR

CONNECTING Phone No. Removed

FBCONTROL

FIRE BRIGADE, WHAT'S THE ADDRESS OF THE FIRE?

CALLER

ZEPHANIAH WAY PLEASE,, ELAINA, FORGES/DE

FBCONTROL

ZEPHANIAH WAY FORGESIDE. DO YOU KNOW EXACTLY
WHATS ON FIRE SIR?

CALLER

1HE WHOLE HOUSE IS NEARLY GONE MY LOVE, YOU'LL
HA VE TO LOOK SHARP, THERE'S ONE KIDDY LEFT IN
THERE

FBCONTROL

THERE'S A CHILD LEFT IN THERE?

CALLER

YES S11U IN 1HERE WE CAN'T ....... IT'S THAT BAD

FBCONTROL

WE'RE ON OUR WAY SIR

CALLER

YOU'LL HAVE TO LOOK SHARP, PLEASE MY LOVE

FBCONTROL

ALL RIGHT WE ARE ON OUR WAY

CALLER

RIGHTO

FBCONTROL

BYE (06.09.37)
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4. 13

Control acted on this new information that there was a person reported to be in the house on
fire by mobilising a second fire appliance to the incident. The next nearest fire station was
B02 (Abertillery) and Control operated the turnout system for this station at 06.09 hours and
58 seconds. Personnel from Abertillery Fire Station, on call from their homes, responded to
their alerters and proceeded to Abertillery Fire Station. The teleprinter message at the fire
station stated:

CALLERS ID:
INCIDENT TYPE:

292021
HOUSE

STREET:
PARISH:
ADDINFOR:
SEND:
INCIDENT NUMBER:
MAP REF:
06.10
01/02

14, ZEPHANIAH WAY - BLAINA
BLAINA

RISK:

PERSONS REPORTED

B021
00547
LS

TERMINAL 01

4. 14

Control also passed the information that persons were reported to be in the premises to B031
who were mobile and proceeding to the incident.

4.15

CONTROL

WP TO B031 OVER (06.09.42)

B031

WP B031 GO AHEAD OVER

CONTROL

WP TO B031 HA VE RECEIVED FURTHER CALL FOR 111/S INCIDENT
CALLER STATED PERSONS REPORTED WP OVER

B031

B031 ALL N07ED NOW IN ATTENDANCE OVER (06.09.59)

CONTROL TO B03J RECEIVED WP OUT (06. 10.02)
4 .16

Whilst proceeding to the incident Ff1
assisted Ff Griffin in donning his BA and found
his gloves for him. Ff1
also heard Ff K Lane asking where his gloves were. Ff1
observed that the gloves were in front ofFfK Lane and saw Ff2
pass them to him. Ff
also heard Ff K Lane commenting on the awkwardness of donning the BA
1
communications set and Ff2
recalls having to stand up in the rear crew cab in order
to help the BA wearers to get donned.

4. 17

As the fire appliance approached the incident the crew observed thick dense smoke coming
from the house. Liff1
stated "We've got something here" and recalls being waved on by
a member of the public on entering Zephaniah Way. The fire appliance had to drive through
thick smoke issuing from No 14 which was across the road and drifting into their approach.

4. 18

On arrival (06.09.59) the crew dismounted from the fire appliance. L/ff1
applied the
vehicle handbrake and engaged the pump. He got the BA board and took it to the rear of
B03 l . Ff K Lane and Ff Griffin proceeded to the front door of No 14 in breathing apparatus.
Ff1
ran out the hosereel from the offside rear locker to the front door, pulling off a
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large bight of hose from the drum. Ff2
on dismounting heard the order given to get
the triple extension ladder off the appliance and climbed onto the roof of the appliance to
pass it down (FIGURE 1). .
4.19

As Ff1
dismounted from the fire appliance on the offside closest to the house he
observed the property to be heavily smoke-logged. The front door was open with large
quantities of black smoke issuing from it. The lounge window was intact but black with the
lounge heavily smoke-logged. The first floor window was also black with smoke-logging to
the front bedroom. Ff1
believes that this window was also intact however he did not
observe any flames at this point. Sub Officer 1
observed large quantities of smoke
coming from the property and from under the eaves.

4.20

A large crowd had gathered in the road on the arrival of B031 (estimated at over 20 persons
by the crew). A member of the public informed Sub Officer 1
that there were children
upstairs in the bedroom of the house.
Sub Officer 1
proceeded to the front door where FfK Lane and Ff Griffin had already
become self-contained (FIGURE 1). He confirmed with them that there were children
upstairs in the bedroom. He assisted Ff K Lane to fasten his helmet and Ff1
assisted Ff
Griffin with his helmet. The BA team then entered the house, first Ff K Lane wearing the
communications set and then Ff Griffin. They took the hosereel with them and proceeded
upstairs. Ff1
remained at the front door. It is estimated that the BA crew made this
entry into 14 Zephaniah Way at 06.11 hours.

8031
A - SUB 0 1

B - UFF 1

C-FFKLANE
D - FF GRIFFIN
E - FF 1
F - FF 2

ZEPHANIAH WAY

0

FIGURE 1
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4.21

4.22

Liff1
had placed the BA board at the rear ofB031. He had opened the tank to pump
valve and set the pump throttle. He was passed the triple extension ladder by Ff2
. which he threw into the front garden ofNo 14 Zephaniah Way ready for use. He observed Ff
K Lane and Ff Griffin entering the front door of the property in BA with a hosereel.
At this point Sub Officer 1
instructed Liff1
to send an assistance message to
Control - "Make pumps 2, 2BA 1 hosereel in use, persons reported". Liff1
passed the
message to Control.
B031

B031 ASSISTANCE MESSAGE OVER (06.11 .18)

CONTROL B031 GO AHEAD OVER
B031

WP FROM B031 FROM SUB OFFICER 1
ZEPHANIAH WAY
ELAINA MAKE PUMPS 2. FOR YOUR INFORMATION 2BA I
HOSEREEL IN USE PERSONS REPOR1ED UPSTAIRS B031 OVER

CONTROL B031 FROM SUB 0 1
ZEPHANIAH WAY BLAINA MAKE
PUMPS 2, 2 BA 1 HOSEREEL IN USE PERSONS REPORTED WP OVER
B031

WP FROM B031 ASSISTANCE MESSAGE CORRECT OVER

CONTROL B031 RECEIVED WP OUT (06.12.02)

4.23

Several members of the public were shouting that there was a fire at the rear of the premises.
Having climbed down from the roof of the fire appliance after passing the triple extension
ladder to Liff1
Ff2
was ordered to take a hosereel to the rear of 14 Zephaniah
Way to make an attack on the fire. Ff2
ran out the hosereel from the nearside rear
locker and proceeded with it around the back of the houses in the terrace. Ff2
recalls
the hosereel getting caught on a car as he ran it out and a member of the public assisting him
to drag it round (FIGURE 2).

4.24

Within one or two minutes of making their initial entry, FfK Lane and Ff Griffin re-emerged
from the front door of the property carrying a small child. They handed the child to Sub
Officer 1
who placed it on the ground outside, to the side of the front door towards
the lounge window, to check it1s vital signs. Ff1
felt for the child's chorotic artery but
could not detect a pulse. Sub Officer 1
removed his helmet and immediately started
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation on the child. The child appeared to cough and stir whilst
resuscitation was taking place and Ffl< Lane, who was standing with Ff Griffin outside the
front door whilst resuscitation was taking place, broke the seal on his BA facemask with the
intention of providing fresh air to the child (FIGURE 2).

4.25

Ff1
stated that they should move the child away from the house as there were still
quantities of smoke issuing from the front door. The child was carried to the pavement at the
ordered Ff1
to get a
front of the house and laid on a coat. Sub Officer 1
resuscitator from the appliance. Ff1
got the resuscitator and returned to the child. He
checked the child's
turned the resuscitator on and helped with resuscitation. Ff1
chorotic artery again and detected a weak pulse. Whilst assisting with resuscitation of the
child Ff1
was side on to the house and turned slightly towards it. He observed that
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smoke was still "hammeringu out of it but that no flames were visible. Sub Officer 1
also observed that conditions in number 14 Zephaniah Way at this point had not changed
from when B031 had arrived at 06.09.59 hours.
REAR PATH

B031
A - SUB 0

B - LIFF 1

1

C-FFKLANE

D - FF GRIFFIN

E - FF 1
F - FF 2

0

ZEPHANIAH WAY
0

FIGURE2
4.26

B021 (Abertillery) were contacted by Control as they turned out of Abertillery Fire Station
at 06.14 hours and 28 seconds.

4.27

CONTROL B021 OVER (06.14.28)
8021

WP B021 OVER

CONTROL B021 CONFIRM MOBILE TO THIS INCIDENT OVER
8021

B021 MOBILE ZEPHANIAH WAY ELAINA SUB OFFICER 2
CHARGE B021 OVER

IN

CONTROL B021 RECEIVED WP OUT (06.14.45)
4.28

Control then re-contacted B021 as it was proceeding to Zephaniah Way to pass further
information from the incident.
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4.29

CONTROL B021 OVER (06.15.01)
B021

B021 GO AHEAD OVER

CONTROL B021 FROM B031 MAKE PUMPS 2, 2 BA'S 1 HOSEREEL IN USE
PERSONS REPORTED OVER
B021

MESSAGE RECEIVED B021 OVER

CONTROL WP OUT (06.15 .16)

4.30

Liff1
having passed the assistance message had returned to the BA control board at the
rear ofB031 to enter details of the BA wearers. He was instructed by Sub Officer 1
to confirm with Control that an ambulance was en-route to the incident. Liff1
passed
the message.

4.31

B031

WP FROM B031 OVER (06.15.23)

CONTROL WP TO B031 GO AHEAD OVER
B031

WP FROM B031 CAN YOU CONFIRM AMBULANCE IS EN-ROUTE
OVER

CONTROL TO B031 AFFIRMAllVE WP OVER
B031

WP FROM B031 MESSAGE RECEIVED OVER

CONTROL B031 RECEIVED WP OUT (06.15.41)

4.32

Having passed this message Liff1
dismounted from the fire appliance and began to
make his way to the rear of B03 l to complete his entry on the BA board (FIGURE 3).

4.33

Ff K Lane had become self-contained again by this point and re-entered the house with Ff
Griffin as members of the public were shouting that there were more children in the house.
The BA crew were making their way up the stairs (FIGURE 3).

4.34

Having got to the rear of the terrace Ff 2
was told by a man that there was an old lady
hanging out of the upstairs window of the house next to the house on fire. Ff2
investigated but could not see anyone at the first floor windows of number 16 Zephaniah
Way. He returned to the front of the house and observed that the house was rapidly
becoming smoke-logged. Ff2
attempted to raise the occupants by hammering on the
front door (which was shut on the catch) and shouting (FIGURE 3). The front door to
number 16 was immediately next to the front door to number 14.

4.35

It is estimated that Ff K Lane and Ff Griffin made their second entry into 14 Zephaniah Way
at 06.15 hours and 30 seconds. They proceeded through the front door and up the stairs. At
approximately 06.15 hours and 45 seconds the ground and first floors of the house burst into
flames, engulfing the two firefighters.
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803 1
A - SUB 0 1
8 - LIFF 1
C-FFKLANE
D - FF GRIFFIN
E - FF 1
F - FF 2

0

ZEPHANTAH WAY

0

B

FIGURE3
4 36

Liff1
had just completed his message to Control reference attendance of the
ambulance, had dismounted from the fire appliance and was making his way to the rear of
B031 on the nearside when he heard a "whoosh" sound from the direction of the house

4 37

Ff1
was assisting with resuscitation of the child at the front of the property He also
heard a "whoosh" from the house and turned his head sideways to look at the property He
observed that the whole house was engulfed in flames, both the first and the ground floors
The front door was open but he did not observe the position of the inner glazed porch door
Ff1
observed that there was little smoke coming from the front of the property
compared with when he had observed the house seconds earlier whilst returning from the fire
appliance with the resuscitator

4 38

Sub Officer 1
who was with Ff1
porch door close with a force

4 39

Ff 2
at this point was attempting to raise the occupants at the front of Number 16
Zephaniah Way when he heard screaming coming from the doorway of number 14. He
shouted to the crew that he could hear them (the BA crew) screaming.

heard a "whoosh" and saw the inner glazed
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4.40

On hearing the shout from Ff2
Liff1
ran towards the front door of number 14
Zephaniah Way. He observed one of the BA crew through the glass panelled inner porch
door. The firefighter was at the bottom of the stairs, banging at the inner porch door and was
on fire. The inner porch door had jammed closed on the hosereel tubing which the BA crew
had taken in with them on their initial entry. As Liff1
was about to kick the door he
saw the burning firefighter fall through a doorway at the base of the stairs, into the lounge.
then kicked in the bottom glass panel of the door to try to reach the firefighter
Liff1
but could not see him. Liff1
then ran to B03 l to get a BA set.

4.41

From his position on the pavement, Ff1
heard Ff2
shouting from the front of
11
1
number 16 and then heard L/:ff1
shout We ve got two men down". Sub Officer
what they were shouting and Ff1
replied that L/ff1
asked Ff1
1
reckoned that they had two men down. Sub Officer 1
ordered Ff1
to get a BA
set on.

4.42

Sub Officer 1

4.43

B031

ran to the fire appliance to send an assistance message.

WP B031 OVER (06.16.20)

CONTROL WP TO B031 GO AHEAD OVER
B031

ETAMAJOR ASSISTANCEREQUIREDB031 OVER (06.16.28)

CONTROL WP TO B031 REPEAT YOUR MESSAGE WP OVER
CONTROL B031 REPEAT YOUR MESSAGE WP OVER
CONTROL B031 OVER
CONTROL WP TO B031 OVER
CONTROL TO B031 OVER .. ... ..

NOTHING HEARD WP OUT (06.17.36)

4.44

Liff1
ran to the front door of number 14 Zephaniah Way, donning his BA set as he ran.
He was then joined by Ff1
in BA. Liff1
and Ff1
got self-contained. Liff
picked up Sub Officer 1
s helmet and Ff1
picked up L/ff1
helmet.
1
Liff1
kicked open the inner porch door and pulled the hosereel tubing out of the door.
Liff1
could feel the tubing was very hot even though he was wearing his Firecraft
gloves.

4.45

Having transmitted the assistance message Sub Officer 1
did not wait for an
and Ff
acknowledgement from Control. He ran to the front of the property where Liff1
had managed to force open the inner porch door and had made an entry in BA to
1
attempt to get FfK Lane and Ff Griffin out of the burning house. L/ff1
and Ff1
had managed to get into the hall at the base of the stairs, just passed the inner porch door.
said "Theyre in there"
They were crouched down due to the intense heat. Liff1
indicating towards the lounge. A boot was visible just inside the lounge door (FIGURE 4).
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4.46

The lounge itself was "an inferno" , the heat was described by both Liff1
and Ff1
as being unbelievable. Liff1
directed the hosereel jet into the lounge into the area that
he had seen the firefighter fall. He then reached forward into the lounge and tried to pull the
firefighter out by the boot but was unable to move him Liff1
gave the hosereel to Ff
who sprayed the hosereel over him as he tried to make an entry into the lounge but
1
he was beaten back by the intense heat. Ff1
in tum tried to make an entry into the
sprayed him with the hosereel but he was also beaten back by the
lounge whilst Liff1
heat Neither Liff1
or Ff1
could see any further into the lounge than the
immediate lounge door area. Liff1
then alternately sprayed the hosereel into the area of
the firefighter and then towards the ceiling in an attempt to reduce the temperature in the
lounge sufficiently to allow them to enter

4.47

Ff2
having shouted to the crew that he could hear screaming, continued in his
attempt to raise the occupants of number 16 Zephaniah Way. He asked Sub Officer 1
who was now at the door to number 14, if he should break the door down Sub Officer
said yes Ff2
attempted to kick the door in without success and ran to the
1
fire appliance to get a sledgehammer. He broke the door in with the sledgehammer however
he could not get into the house as a security chain was fitted and he could not break this. He
returned to the fire appliance to get the boltcroppers in order to cut the security chain
(FIGURE4).

8031

A - SUB 0 1
B - LIFF 1
E - FF 1
F - FF 2

o

B031

o

ZEPHANJAH WAY

F
FIGURE4
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4.48

Having supervised the entry of the second BA crew Sub Officer 1
initially assisted Ff
2
in attempting to make an entry into number 16. He then returned to B031 and
contacted Control to find out the estimated time of arrival of the fire appliance requested in
his make up message.

4.49

B031

WP FROM B031 OVER (06.19.33)

CONTROL WP TO B031 GO AHEAD OVER
B031

WP FROM B031 REQUEST ETA OF BACK UP APPUANCES OVER

CONTROL B031 STANDBY WP TO B021 OVER
B021

WP B021 IN AITENDANCE B021 OVER (06.19.46)

CONTROL B021 RECEIVED WP OUT (06.19.49)
4.50

B021 (Abertillery) turned into Zephaniah Way at 06.19 hours and 46 seconds as Sub Officer
1
was requesting their ETA from Control. The crew of B02 l consisted of:

4.51

Sub 0 2
Ff 3
Ff4
Ff5
Ff6

4.52

As Sub Officer 2

dismounted from the fire appliance he was met by Sub Officer 1
who informed him that he had two men in the property involved in the fire and that an old
lady was still in the next door property and needed to be rescued. A BA crew consisting of Ff
4
and Ff5
had rigged in BNs in the cab ofB021 as they proceeded to the
incident. Sub Officer 2
detailed the B02 l BA crew to get self-contained and effect a
rescue of the old lady in number 16. Ff6
took over the BA board at the rear ofB03 l
whilst the B02 l BA crew got self-contained. They proceeded to the door of number 16 but
were re-directed at that point by Sub Officer 1
. He informed them that he had two
men down inside number 14, and indicated to the B021 BA crew that they should enter
number 14 and rescue them.

4.53

Ff2
meanwhile had cut the security chain with the boltcroppers, entered the house
and found the occupant leaning over the sink in the kitchen. Two members of the public had
followed him into the kitchen and Ff2
the occupant and the members of the public
left the premises by the front door.

4.54

Sub Officer 2 began to make a recce of the premises. On going around to the rear of the
premises he observed that there were large quantities of smoke and flames issuing from the
rear ground and first floor windows of the property.

4.55

Ff6
completed the entry details of Ff4
rear ofB03 l and then approached Sub Officer 1

Officer-in-Charge
Driver
Breathing Apparatus wearer
Breathing Apparatus wearer
Breathing Apparatus Entry Control Officer

and Ff5
on the BA board at the
to get further details on the initial
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B031 BA crew in order that he could complete their entry details on the BA board (Liff
had been in the process of doing this when he heard Ff2
shouting).

1
4.56

Ff3
had applied the handbrake ofB021 on arrival at 14 Zephaniah Way and engaged
the pump. He had dressed in his fire kit and was directed by Sub Officer 1
to a
he took a standpipe key and bar and
hydrant on the main road. Assisted by Ff2
delivery hose to the main road to run a line of delivery hose from the hydrant into B031 .

4.57

The B021 BA crew, Ff4
and Ff5
could see a BA crew just through the doorway
of number 14 Zephaniah Way. They hesitated for a moment as this BA crew did not seem to
be in difficulty but rather appeared to be crouched down at the base of the stairs directing a
hosereel jet into the lounge. They then entered the doorway of the house and started to pull
Liff1
and Ff1
out of the house.

4.58

Liff1
and Ff1
pushed Ff 4
and Ff5
off as the B021 BA crew tried to
pull them out of the house. They stated that they did not need rescuing - it was the crew in
the lounge. Ff4
and Ff5
also entered the area at the base of the stairs. Ff 4
reached into the lounge and caught hold of the firefighter's boot. Assisted by another member
of the BA crew he tried to pull the firefighter out of the lounge but could not move him
(FIGURES).

Ff 4

4.59

thought that the firefighter must be jammed against something in the lounge and
managed to get into the lounge just passed the door. Ff4
was crouched very low and
reached forward feeling his way up the firefighter. The heat was extremely intense. Ff 4
noted that the firefighter was lying face down as he felt up his body. The firefighter did
not have a BA set on and he could feel bare shoulders. As Ff 4
tried to lift the
firefighter the heat became overpowering and he retreated to ~e base of the stairs shouting
"Put the hosereel on me I think I'm on fire".

4.60

Station Officer 2
who had been mobilised to the incident on the initial call and
informed en-route of subsequent messages from the incident booked in attendance at 06.23
hours. On his arrival he had been briefed by Sub Officer 2
He proceeded to the front
door of 14 Zephaniah Way and urged the BA crews to get the two firefighters out as quickly
as possible.

4.61

Ff 5

4.62

Station Officer 2

4.63

BOll

, who was at the base of the stairs, became aware of the muffled sound ofaDSU
sounding in the lounge. The B02 I BA crew asked for a jet and a line of 45mm hose, which
had been run out after the arrival ofB021, was passed to them almost immediately (06.25
hours). Ff 4
took the jet and turned it onto spray, directing it into the lounge. Having
reduced the temperature Ff4
closed the branch down and he and Ff5
made an
entry into the lounge. Ff 4
lifted the firefighter under the arms into a kneeling position
and with the help ofFFf 5 s manhandled him through the lounge door assisted by Ilff
and Ff1
The firefighter was taken outside and laid in the front garden by fire
1
service personnel. The BA set was not on the firefighter (FfK Lane) when he was rescued
(06.27).
instructed Sub Officer 2

WP FROM B021 OVER (06.29.02)

to send a BA Emergency message.
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CONTROL

WP TO B021 GO AHEAD OVER

B021

WP B021 FROM STA170N OFFICER2
2 BA FIREMEN INVOLVEDB021 OVER

CONTROL

WP TO B02 I CONFIRMING FROM STATION OFFICER 2
BA
EMERGENCY 2 BA FIREMEN INVOLVED IS THIS CORRECT OVER

B021

MESSAGE CORRECT B021 OVER

BA EMERGENCY

CONTROL B021 RECEIVED WP OUT (06.29.40)
4.64

As Ff5
was assisting with the rescue of the first firefighter he became aware of the
position of the second firefighter (FIGURE 5) who was lying along the lounge wall with his
head near the lounge door to the hall and his feet towards the kitchen at the rear of the
house. As the remainder of the BA crews were removing the first firefighter Ff5
began
to drag the second firefighter towards the lounge door by the arms. At one point Ff5
was rejoined by Ff 4
lost his grip when one of the firefighter's gloves came off Ff5
and together they manhandled the second firefighter tlrrough the lounge door where
and Ff1
and other brigade personnel to carry him
they were assisted by Llff1
into the garden. Ff 4
was also aware of the sound of a DSU sounding in the lounge
during the rescue of the second firefighter although the DSU remained in the lounge after his
rescue. A BA set was still attached to this firefighter (Ff Griffin) when he was rescued
(06.29).

No 14

B031

A - SUB 0 1

B - LIFF 1
E - FF 1
B021

G-SUBO 2
H-FF 4
J-FF 5
K - STN 0 2

FIGURES
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4.65

Having assisted in the rescue ofFfK Lane and Ff Griffin the BA crew from Abertillery were
ordered to re-enter No. 14 Zephaniah Way in order to continue with firefighting duties. On
re-entering the area at the base of the stairs Ff 4
became aware of the sound of a BA
low pressure warning whistle sounding. Both he and Ff5
checked their gauges however
the cylinder contents remaining in both the sets was above that at which the whistle would
normally be expected to sound. On further investigation they discovered that the sound of
the low pressure warning whistle was coming from the area in the lounge where one of the
firefighters had been found lying.

4.66

The fire appliance from Bryrunawr (B041), mobilised to the incident on receipt of the BA
Emergency message from Station Officer 2
arrived at the incident at 06.40 hours. A
BA crew consisting of Ff9
and Ff8
was committed to the property at 06.41
hours to continue firefighting. Having proceeded through the lounge to attack the fire in the
kitchen at the rear of the property the BA crew observed that an area of the kitchen ceiling
had burnt through and some of the first floor joists were visible.

4.67

This BA crew continued firefighting and were subsequently ordered to go upstairs to make
an attack on the fire at first floor level. Having got to the head of the stairs they observed
that an area of flooring at the head of the stairs above the kitchen had also burnt through.

4.68

Firefighting continued at the incident however the crews subsequently experienced
difficulties in locating water supplies. This was due to a covering of snow and ice on the
ground obscuring the pavement sited hydrants. Hydrant marker posts had not been fixed on
the estate.

4. 69

The stop message was sent from the incident at 08 .12 hours.

4.70

8021

WP B021 STOP MESSAGE OVER

CONTROL B031 GO AHEAD OVER
B021

WP B021 FROM ADO 1
14 ZEPHANIAH WAY. BLAINA, 2
JETS, 2 HOSEREELS, 6 BA, DELTA 2, B021 OVER

CONTROL TO B021 ADO 1
14 ZEPHANIAH WAY, BLAINA, 2 JETS,
2 HOSEREELS, 6 BA, DELTA 2. IS nIIS A STOP MESSAGE OVER?
B021

MESSAGE CORRECT, 11/IS JS A STOP MESSAGE, OVER (08.12)
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5. FIRE WADING OF PREMISES

-1- DRAW
CHEST

c
A

UICROWAVE
ON 70P

Ground Floor

FIGURE6

A - Fridge
B - Sink
C - Cooker
D - Washing Machine
E - Table and Benches
F - Snooker Table

G- Clothes

H - Tall Cupboard

J - Freezer

K - Child's Desk
L - Bags of Rubbish
M - Bookcase filled with
approximately 50 Videos
N - 3 Piece Suite
0 - 4 Tier Shelf Unit with
Hi-Fi and CD

P - TV and Video
Q - Quantity of Clothing

·-SEAT OF FIRE
NOTE

PREMISES CARPETED
THROUGHOUT
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6. NARRATIVE OF FIRE DEVELOPMENT

6.1

In order to establish the facts of the fatal accident the Brigade collated information about the
sequence of events in the development of the fire . To assist in this task the advice of Dr.
and staff of the Fire Experimental Unit (F.E.U.) at Moreton-in-Marsh was
FEU 1
solicited

62

Dr FEU 1 being one of the foremost authorities on the phenomena of tlashover and
backdraught, was responsible for the research and publication of the Manual ofFiremanship
supplement "The Behaviour of Fire - Compartment Fires" The narrative below which forms
part of the Brigade Accident Investigation Report is the result of witness accounts of what
happened, research and investigation into the incident and discussion of the facts with Dr
and staff of the F.E.U.
FEU 1

63

It has been established the.fire originated in a quantity of clothing located in the kitchen Lo
the rear of the premises. At 05. -18hrs the occupier of the premises awakened to find the
property smoke-logged and discovered the fire in the kllche11. Before leavmg the premises
she closed the door lmkmg the lounge and the latchen. This ejfect1vely sealed the fire 111 the
kitchen area, the rear door leading from the kitchen and the kitchen wmdow both bemg shut
(Figure 7)

f'.22

W.C. BATHROOM

BtDROON
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of Flammable

Gases
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Ground Floor

FIGURE 7 ( 05.50 HOURS)
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64

The fire withm the kitchen rapidly developed due to easily comb11st1ble materials and an
adequate initwl air supply initially plus a quantity of clothing and children's toys which
were also located in the area. The fire quickly reached a stage where the air supply to the
compartment was restncted, the oxygen in the air in the compartment was being used more
q111ckly than it can be replaced The net effect was the progressive lowering qf the
concentration of oxygen in the gases in the compartment combined with an increase in the
temperature in the compartment resulting in:
a) The creation qfflammable gases within the compartment.
b) The creation ofpositive pressure within the kitchen compartment which effectively force
the flammable gases through existing apertures to other compartments in the building.
The above conditions created a situation where the entire property quickly became filled
with a mixture offlammable gases (Figure 8).

First Floor
Ground Floor

FIGURE 8 (06.00 HOURS)
65

At approx. 06. 05hrs due to the extreme heat generated in the kitchen compartment the
UPV(' window failed, resulting in the fire now being supplied with oxygen. This resulted in
a sudden increase in the ferocity qf the fire with flames now exiling the window.

6.6

The heat generated withm the kitchen compartment at ceiling level has been esllmated by
Dr. FEU 1 to be in the region of 1000 degrees Celsius. This had the effect of raising the
temperature in adjoining compartments.
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6.7

A Mgn~ficanl factor at this stage of development was that the carpets 111 lhe room ah<Jl'e the
.fire and 011 the sta1rca'ie reached temperatures at which the fabnc gave qff quant1t1e.\ of
flammah/e gases. These then <>pread through the property adding to the ex1st111g flammahle
atmo.\phere.

68

At 06. f Ohrs the s1tuat10n w1th111 the prenuses would consist of severe.fire still conta111ed
w1th111 the kllchen but v.1th the remamder of the premises be mg heawly \moke-/ogged
throughout, with oxygen bemg supplied through two pomts:a) !71e failed kllchen wmdow
b) lhe open.front door (left open by the occupier makmg an escape)
All other doors and wmdov.s at this stage were mtact (Figure 9)

FAILED WINDOW

']

/

First Floor
Ground Floor

FIGURE 9 (06.14 HOURS)

6.9

!7us s1tuat1on contmued 1111til 06. l 5hrs when lhe fire broke through the ceilmg of lhe
kitchen to the first floor rear bedroom resulted 111 a sudden deflagra/1011. l711s deflagrat1on
movmg through the property from first floor to ground floor, resultmg 111 the v.hole property
hemg mvolved ma fierce sustamable .fire (Figure 10)
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FIGURE 10 (06.15 HOURS)
6. 10

The terminology for this phenomenon is often referred to as aflashover, taken from the
definition slated in BS 4422 1987.

6. 11

Flashover - Sudden transition to a state of total surface involvement in a fire of combustible
materials within the compartment (BS -/.122 1987 Section 13).

6.12

The Fire experimental Unit undertook a project on behalf ofCFBAC to lookatjlashovers
and backdraughts producing definitions for both, based on the state of knowledge in 1995
rather than BS ./422 1987.

6.13

FLASHOVER
In a compartment.fire there can come a stage where the total thermal radiation from the
fire plume, hot gases and hot compartment boundaries causes the radiative ignition of all
exposed combustible surfaces within the compartment. This sudden and sustained transition
of a growing fire to a fully developed fire is.flash.over.
(Manual qf Firemanship Supplement - The Behaviour of Fire - Compartment Fires Chapter
3).
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6.14

BACKDRAUGHT
Limited ventilat1011 can lead to afire in a compartment prod11cingfire gases containing
significant proportions ofparllal combustion prod11cts and w1-burnt pyrolis1s prod11cts. If
these accumulate then the admission of air when an opening is made to the compartment
can lead lo a sudden deflagrat10n. This deflagration moving through the compartment and
out of the openmg is a backdraught.
(Manual of Firemanship Supplement - The Behaviour ofFire - Compartment Ftres Chapter
2)

6 15

DELAYED BACKDRAUGHT
A dangerous situation can occur when the fire in the compartment has almost died out.
When the door is opened, air flows m and an explosive mixture may be generated, but
nothing happens because there is now 110 immediate source of ignition. If the firefighters
now enter the compartment, their activities - for example, turning over - may expose a
source of ignition, initiaUng a delayed backdraught.
The situation can be further complicated if significant amounts of the flammable gases in
the compartment have managed to escape into surrounding areas. Areas other than the
closed compartment could then contain explosive atmospheres, waiting for a source of
ignition.
(Manual of Firemanship Supplement - The Behaviour of Fire - Compartment Fires Chapter
2)

6.16

From the information gathered during the investigation it has been established that, taking
into consideration the definitions indicated and discussions with Dr. FEU 1
a
flashover has occurred as per BS 4422 1987 but following further research carried out up
to 1995, the correct terminology for the phenomenon that occurred at this fatal incident is a
delayed backdraught.

6. I 7

Following the delayed backdraught both the ground andfirst floor were mvolved in a
sustained fierce fire where the temperatures were described as being very extreme.

6.18

From the research being carried 011t at the Fire Experimental Unit it has been discovered
that the presence of carpets wlthm the property greatly increases the fire loadmg. It was
ascertamed that the premises were carpeted throughout including the kitchen area and that
this played a significant part in the fire development.

6 19

The temperature within the lounge. kitchen area at the time of the rescue allempts would
have been in the region of 1000 degrees Celsms, thus effectively making an entry 11npo.<iS1ble
until a main jet was got to work.

6 20

Both the second Blaina BA crew and the Abertillery BA crew experienced great difficulty in
making an entry into the lounge area in order to effect the rescue ofFfK Lane and Ff Griffin.
The house was classed as having a normal fire loading for a domestic property however the
presence of approximately 50 video cassettes in the lounge would have added considerably
to the heat generated once the lounge had become fuUy involved in the fire .
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7. FIRE DAMAGE TO HOUSE

PLATE 1
14 Zephaniah Way
Number
of
front
View of

PLATE2
View of stairs - top of inner glazed porch door on left
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PLATE3
Lounge looking towards door onto base of stairs

PLATE4
Kitchen looking towards rear porch and rear door
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View of kitchen - studded
frame in foreground is
remains of collapsed first floor
partition wall

LEFT
View from kitchen to first
floor rear bedroom - airing
cupboard on left

PLATE6
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PLATE 7

Head of stairs looking at
remains of bathroom note rear bedroom window
and kitchen window below

LEFT
View of kitchen from head
of stairs

PLATES
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PLATE9

Front bedroom from top of stairs

PLATE 10

View of rear of Number 14 Zephaniah Way
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8. STRUCTURAL REPORT ON HOUSE
8.1

Following the fatal accident at 14 Zephaniah Way the Brigade despatched two Officers from
the Fire Safety Department to carry out an inspection of the premises with regard to it's
construction. The report detail is reproduced below.

To:

SDO 2

From:

Date:

Our Ref·

ADO 2
2ndFebl996

Ref Removed

Sir
8.2

On Friday 2nd February 1996 ADO 2
and Station Officer 5
arrived at JJ.30 am
at 14 Zephaniah Way, Elaina and <Xln'ied out an inspection of the premises. The inspection
was to determine whether or not the premises had been constructed in accordance with
Building Regulations and conformed to current standards.

8.3

The building comprised of a mid-terraced house, walls were constructed of clay brick
outside and concrete block inside with a cavity separating them. The roof construction was
imitation slate on timber battens. The groundfloor was concrete and the floor separating
the groundfloor from the first floor was timber construction. The floor separating the front
lounge from the first floor bedroom was timber joists, some of which were 75 mm (3 inches)
by 175 mm (7 inches), and the others were 50 mm (2 inches) by 175 mm (7 inches), with
wayrock floor boarding. The underside of the ceiling was fixed with plasterboard of
unknown thickness which was skimmed with artex. In the groundfloor living room the joists
run from the party wall towards the stairs, herringbone struts were used to brace the joists.
The joists in the front room were secured to the party wall by the use ofwall hangers and
were supported by the internal concrete block wall separating the staircase from the lounge
at the other end. Jn the kitchen/diner the joists appeared to be the same size but run from
the outside rear wall towards the middle of the house and supported by the concrete wall
separating the kitchen from the living room.

8. 4

Internal walls consisted of concrete block at groundfloor level protecting the staircase, all
other internal studpartitions on the first floor consisted of timber 50 mm (2 inches) by l 00
mm (4 inches) with plasterboardfixed either side. All external walls were fitted with
plasterboard on the inside and adhered to the wall by the 'blob' plaster method. The front
room was separatedfrom the kitchen/diner also by a concrete block wall at graundfloor
level. The groundfloor rooms consisted of kitchen/dining area, with backdoor access to
rear garden, and the lounge and hallway andfront door access. A cupboard was situated
underneath the stairs

8.5

The first floor comprised two bedrooms, airing cupboard, toilet, bathroom and landing.
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8.6

Windows were UPVC and glass. The front bedroom window size of opening is 78 ems wide
by a height of 87 ems. The rear bedroom window is exactly the same size as the front.

8.7

The internal door construction was light with the egg type packaging/or separation.

8.8

The stJ"ounding houses were fitted with a self contained battery operated smoke detector.
provided in central staircase enclostJre at first floor ceiling level, which had been installed
by the Council. However, there was no evidence available to determine whether No. 14 was
so fitted

8.9

The building was supplied by gas and electricity. Meters were provided at the front of the
house near the front windaw attached to the porch wall.

8.10

The house was heated by low presstJre hot water radiators, stJpplied by a gas fire - Baxi
Bermuda type which was fitted into the fireplace with a conventional chimney. Ventilation
for the boiler was provided by an airbrick situated in the front wall next to the window.

8.11

An electric cooker was provided in the kitchen/dining area.

8.12

During the inspection the Officers were unable to find any evidence ofpoor construction or
construction that did not comply with Building Regulations or any matters untoward

ADO 2

8.13

Although the Brigade were unable to find any evidence of construction that did not comply
with Building Regulations, a critical factor in the fatal accident was the fact that the means of
egress for the BA crew caught in the backdraught was compromised by the action of the
inner glazed porch door jamming closed on the hosereel taken in by them on their initial
entry. Had this door not been a feature of the house construction then at least one of the
firefighters killed at the incident would have been able to exit the property within seconds of
the backdraught occurring {paragraph 4.40). Section 2 (2) (d) of the Health and Safety at
Work Act 1974, reproduced below, extends the employer's general duties as stated:

8.14

2(2)(d) So far as is reasonably practicable as regards any place ofwork under the
employer's control, the maintenance of it in a condition that is safe and without risks
to health and the provision and maintenance of means ofaccess and egress from it
that are safe and without stJch risks:

CONCLUSION
8.15

The action of the inner glazed porch door jamming closed on the bosereel taken in by
the BA crew prevented them from exiting the property by their entry route.
Accordingly their means of egress from the risk ar~ in line with the duty placed on
employers in Section .2 (2) (d) of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, was not
maintained.
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9. SUMMARY OF BRIGADE FIRE INVESTIGATION REPORT

9.1

The Officer-in-Charge of the incident at 14 Zephaniah Way requested the attendance of the
Brigade Fire Investigation Team at 06.41 hours on the lst February 1996. The team arrived
at the incident at 07. 08 hours and commenced their investigation following extinguishment of
the fire.

9.2

The Fire Investigation Report, which forms a part of the Brigade Accident Investigation
Report, stated that 95% of the property and contents were totally destroyed by fire. There
were signs of structural damage to the wall above the kitchen window and the flooring of the
rear lst floor bedroom fell to the ground floor. The remainder of the property was severely
damaged by heat and smoke. The property had contained normal domestic furniture and
fittings . There were no accelerants of any quantity stored other than that which would be
found in a normal domestic household such as polish, hairspray and air freshener. The Fire
Investigation Team verified this with the occupier.

9.3

From the investigation into damage sustained to the property and the witness statements
taken following the incident it was ascertained that the point of ignition was the kitchen. The
approximate time ofignition was believed to be 05.37 hours. The development of the fire
was established before the failure of the kitchen window allowing the ingress of a fairly
strong wind to fan the seat of the fire.

9.4

In the course of their investigation the team considered and subsequently discounted
potential causes of the fire. These included smoking materials, town and LPG gas, electricity
including the electric cooker and malicious ignition. They also looked at the fire loading of
the premises, particularly the presence or otherwise of foam filled furniture, whether internal
doors were open or closed and the provision of the premises with a smoke detector/alarm.

9.5

The Fire Investigation team also considered statements taken by the police from the occupier
and neighbours.

9.6

The conclusion of the Fire Investigation Team was that there was no material evidence to
substantiate a definite cause of fire. Consequently the Brigade Fire Investigation Report
recorded the cause of the fire as being unknown.
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10. DETAILS OF FIREFIGHTERS K LANE AND S GRIFFIN
AND INJURIES

10.1

Kevin Richard Thomas Lane was born on the 27th October 1963. He joined Gwent Fire
Brigade as a retained firefighter on the 12th October 1989 and was stationed at Blaina. In
December 1989 he undertook his basic firefighters course and succesfully completed his
initial BA course in March 1990. In January 1992 and June 1994 he succesfully completed
BA refresher courses run internally by the Brigade.

10.2

Kevin Lane also attended the Fire Service College, Moreton-in-Marsh, in March 1992 on a
Retained Leading Firefighters Course and had subsequently completed the Retained Junior
Officer (A), (B) and (C) courses by November 1994.

10.3

He leaves a partner and one son aged 10 years.

10.4

Stephen Paul Griffin was born on the lOth November 1953. He joined Gwent Fire Brigade as
a retained firefighter on the l Sth October 1990 and was stationed at Blaina. In October 1990
he undertook his basic firefighters course and succesfully completed his initial BA course in
March 1991. In January 1992 and June 1994 he succesfully completed BA refresher courses
run internally by the Brigade.

10.5

He leaves a wife and two children, a daughter aged 17 years and a son aged 20 years.

10.6

A post mortem examination carried out on the firefighters on the 2nd February 1996
recorded the cause of death in both cases as being severe pulmonary congestion and oedema
due to smoke inhalation.
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11. DAMAGE TO BREATHING APPARATUS SETS AND EQUIPMENT
11.1

Following the incident the Brigade carried out an initial examination of the remains of the
breathing apparatus sets worn by FfK Lane and Ff Griffin. The sets had been bagged and
sealed at the fireground on the lst February. The examination was carried out at Brigade
of Gwent Fire Brigade training
Headquarters by Assistant Divisional Officer 3
department in the presence of an FBU Official. Photographs were taken during the
examination by both the Brigade and the Union and are included in this report.

11.2

The sets used by the Brigade at the incident were Draeger Premier PI 12 Compressed Air
Breathing Apparatus Sets. The PI 12 is a single stage positive pressure set with a nominal
working duration of 35 minutes using an 1800 litre cylinder.

11.3

Parts of the fire kit worn by the firefighters were fused to the BA sets by the heat of the fire
and consequently reference is made to them in the Brigade report on the damage to the BA
sets which is reproduced below.

BREATHING APPARATUS REPORT- INCIDENT
AT 14 ZEPHANIAH WAY BLAINA
11.4

Having carried out a detailed examination, on Friday Feb 2 at 13. 00 hrs. of the two B.A.
sets worn at the above incident, I submit the following observations:

11.5

Set No: SJ28 Comms Set.
Description of damage:

Cylinder No: 561

1.
All high pressure supply tubes appeared to be intact and still connected to first stage
reducer.
2.
Plastic cover offdemand regulator absent due to heat and.fire damage.
3.
Exhalation valve partedfrom face mask.
4.
Face mask 85% destroyed by heat.
5.
Comms. radio pack fitted, severe deterioration due to fire and possible impact
damage.
6.
Cylinder - It was noted that it took 3 full turns to close cylinder valve.
7.
Contents gauge unreadable due to melting ofperspex.
8.
Contents of cylinder presumed empty due to damage to demand valve regulator,
resulting in free flow effect of cylinder contents at some stage.
9.
Secondary supply connector intact, though damaged by heat.
JO.
Ancillary equipment:
a.
Personal line and pouch fitted
b.
D.S.U. Sounder unit fitted
c.
Lamp not available
11.
Damage to set general: upper half of backplate shroud burnt away both shoulder
straps missing.
12.
Left hand body belt 75cm remained attached to set, remainder of body belt missing.
13.
Rubber boot 50% destroyed by fire.
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Various personal items:
a.
Remains offire tunic
b.
Belt line.
11.6

Set No: 125
Description of damage:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
I 0.

11. 7

Cylinder No: 406

High pressure supply tube partedfrom.first stage reducer manifold
Plastic covering offdemand regulator absent due to heat and.fire damage.
Face mask 85% destroyed by heat and.fire.
Due to heat damage to cylinder valve hand wheel frozen in place, unable to
determine if cylinder open or closed
Contents ofcylinder presumed empty due to damage to demand regulator, resulting
in free flow effect of cylinder contents at some stage.
Contents gauge unreadable due to melting ofperspex.
Secondary supply connector intact, damaged by heat.
Ancillary equipment:
a.
No D.S. U. found, two batteries recoveredfrom incident.
b.
No lamp available.
c.
Only snap hook from personal line recovered
Body belt and shoulder straps 100% destroyed by fire.
Other items:
a.
Compressed air tally set No S.125 attached to a part of a shoulder strap.
b.
Various personal items of clothing, severely damaged by fire.
c.
Belt line and PVC Gloves found in remains offire tunic pocket.

It would appear from the examination that both sets were fully functional at the time of the
accident. There is no evidence to indicate that either set hadfailed to operate co"ectly,
however due to the substantial damage to both sets it is impossible to carry out a function
test as vital components have been destroyed

A.D.O. 3
GWENT FIRE BRIGADE TRAINING DEPARTMENT

11.8

BA set number Sl28 was worn at the incident by FfK Lane. It was this set which remained
in the lounge after the rescue of the two firefighters and on which the low pressure warning
whistle was sounding (paragraph 4.65). The performance and damage to the BA sets is
currently the subject of a seperate investigation by the Health and Safety Executive.
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PLATE ll
Breathing Apparatus Communications Set - S128

PLATE12
Close up of cylinder valve assembly and radio - Sl28
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PLATE 13
Backplate assembly showing burnt neoprene cover - Sl28

PLATE 14
Facemask - Sl28
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PLATE 15

Breathing Apparatus Set - S125

PLATE16

Cylinder removed from backplate - note high pressure supply tube parted
from first stage reducer manifold - 8125
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PLATE 17

Backplate assembly showing burnt neoprene cover - S 125

PLATE18

Facemask - S125
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12. DAMAGE TO FIRE KIT
12. 1

The fire kit worn by Ff K Lane and Ff Griffin was extensively damaged in the fire at 14
Zephaniah Way. Tests and analysis on the remains of the fire kit are currently being
undertaken on behalf of Gwent Fire Brigade by the Fire Brigades Union through the British
Textile Technical Group. The results of these tests will be the subject of a seperate report.

12.2

Both Firefighters Lane and Griffin were wearing fire helmets constructed to the requirements
of British Standard 3864:1989.

12.3

Firefighter Lane was wearing a fire tunic manufactured to European Standard EN 469.

12.4

Firefighter Griffin was wearing a fire tunic manufactured to Home Office Specification A26.

12.5

Both Firefighters Lane and Griffin were wearing leggings manufactured to European
Standard EN 469.

12.6

Both Firefighters Lane and Griffin were wearing fireboots manufactured to Home Office
Specification A23 .

12.7

Both Firefighters Lane and Griffin were wearing Firecraft gloves which meet the
requirements ofN.F.P.A. 1978 and also that of gloves for Structural Firefighting 1983
edition.
Photographs of the remains of the fire kit are reproduced below.

PLATE 19
Fire tunic in foreground, pullover and t-shirt - Ff K Lane
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PLATE 20
Leggings in foreground, overall trousers - Ff K Lane

PLATE 21
Fireboots and socks - Ff K Lane
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PLATE22
Fire tunic bottom right, t-shirt - Ff Griffin

PLATE23
Fireboots, socks, waistband of leggings - Ff Griffin
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PLATE24
Fire helmet showing skull cap - unattributable
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13. TRAINING

13 .1

The conclusions made in this report with regard to the training of the personnel who
attended the incident are divided into two sections:
a)

Training of the crews.

b)

Training of the Officer-in-Charge.

a) TRAINING OF THE CREWS
13 .2

There would undoubtedly be a "moral pressure" on the initial crew attending the incident to
attempt a snatch rescue from the house before undertaking any firefighting duties, given the
circumstances with which they were presented on arrival. This they did successfully in the
first instance, notwithstanding the considerable risk this course of action placed the BA crew
in when they made their initial entry. The risk was minimised to a point by the wearing of
breathing apparatus sets and fire kit and by the fact that the crew took a hosereel with them
into the house, in line with their training (paragraph 4.20). The Officer-in Charge also sent an
assistance message to Control to provide the additional resources in terms of manpower and
equipment which it was apparent to him would be required for firefighting and safety
procedures to be put into place, given the priority of action decided upon in terms of rescues
(paragraph 4.22).

13. 3

Notwithstanding the fact that several indicators of a potential backdraught were present on
arrival at the incident, it would be unrealistic to suggest that the initial crew attending would
have done anything other than to enter the house on arrival to search for casualties. The
question which the incident poses is whether anything could have been done by the initial
crew attending to minimise the potential for a backdraught to occur, or to reduce the risk to
firefighters entering the house, given the constraints in terms of manpower under which they
were operating.

13.4

The Home Office Fire Research and Development Group commissioned a survey into
backdraught to be undertaken by FRS 1
of the Fire Research Station following
concerns raised as to the level of knowledge amongst firefighters about this phenomenon.
The results of the survey were published in mid 1994 by the Home Office under the title A
Survey of Backdraught11 - FROG Publication Number 5/94. The report describes a survey of
current knowledge of backdraught and considers needs for any further research work and the
implications for the training of firefighters. The Management Summary in the report
describes the conditions which may lead to a backdraught and the need for firefighters to be
able to identify these conditions. The Summary also states that there is currently no practical
training given to fire:fighters regarding backdraught in the U.K. (1994).
11

With regard to training of firefighters the survey concludes:
13.5

All firefighters need an adequate understanding of the development offires in both well and
under-ventilated states so that they can recognise potential backdraught andflashover
conditions. Tactics such as venting, indirect and offensive application of water can then be
used effectively and safely.
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13.6

Safety considerations make the development of realistic training facilities for flashover and
backdraught difficult, if not prohibitive. However training programmes reinforcing
academic fire science with small scale demonstrations and then full scale fire fighting
exercises would provide a good understanding of the basic scientific principles offire
development and how various fire fighting techniques operate.

13.7

There is a clear need within the Fire Service for a sound education on all aspects offire
science. A simple book along the lines of Giselsson and Rosander's ''Fundamentals ofFire"
but which gives a sound introduction of the principles offire behaviour and the mechanisms
offire.fighting techniques to the practising firefighter would be particularly valuable.

13.8

The subject of training has also been examined recently by the Central Fire Brigades
Advisory Council. As a result of a number of expressions of concern being voiced regarding
fire service training by constituent members of the Joint Training Committee of the CFBAC a
two day seminar was held at the Fire Service College in October 1992 which resulted in the
formation of the Training Strategy Group (TSG). The TSG was tasked to consider fire
service training in the widest context, throughout a firefighter1s career, for each post and
every rank. and with the following terms of reference:

13. 9

To analyse the selection, training and development l}eeds of the fire service both long and
short term, to identify the problems and make proposals for action.

13.10 The report of the Training Strategy Group was published in August 1994 and accepted by
the CFBAC. An Implementation Working Group was subsequently established and charged
with taking forward the Training Strategy. One of the areas considered by the TSG was
operational training. Paragraph 4.5.4 of the report states:
13 .11 In examining the cu"ent education and training offire.fighters in the fire sciences and

behaviour offire, we believe there are serious deficiencies which must be addressed if
fire.fighters are to be competent and safe in the performance of their job. With the
increasing range of complex incidents attended by the fire service, the opportunity for
experiential learning in all aspects of a firefighters role can no longer be guaranteed The
provision of appropriate training for all fire.fighters, whole time, retained or volunteer, is
vitally important. Modem protective clothing and breathing apparatus allow firefighters to
venture into situations at operational incidents which may put them at potentially greater
risk. Firefighters must be able to recognise the dangers and risks involved Accordingly:

13 .12 We RECOMMEND that greater emphasis be placd upon a fire.fighter's education and
training in the fire sciences and behaviour offire.
13 .13 Coupled with the wisdom of that knowledge must be the development of suitable facilities to

demonstrate the characteristics of combustion and.fire behaviour and allow fire.fighters to
learn and practise safe and effective tactical techniques to extinguish fire. We recognise
practical trainingfacilities are expensive and provision on a collaborative basis must be
examined more objectively.
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13 .14 We RECOMMEND that within five years sufficient practical training facilities must be
provided to enable allfire.fighters to receive basic and continuation training using real
fire training techniques and procedures.
13. 15 A supplement to the Manuals of Firemanship in line with the suggestion in the FRDG report
was printed by the Home Office in January 1995. The supplement entitled "The Behaviour of
Fire - Compartment Fires" ran to a third impression by July 1995 due to demand by fire
brigades in the U.K. However due to the financial constraints on Fire Authorities the
development of training programmes as suggested by FRDG or practical training facilities as
recommended by the TSG have been extremely limited and localised.
13 .16 Gwent Fire Brigade issued the supplement to the Manuals of Firemanship to stations in
October 1995 however the information on backdraughts contained in the supplement was not
supported by a training package. Neither was the Brigade Wholetime Training Programme or
Quarterly Retained Firefighter Drill Programme updated in order that the information could
be brought to the attention of firefighters in a structured format. There was no real fire
training provided in line with TSG recommendations albeit that the Brigade was due to cease
to exist as a consequence of Local Government Re-organisation (LGR) effective 1st April
1996. Consequently the development of training packages or real fire training in backdraught
or flashover would arguably have been seen as a remit of the soon to be fonned South Wales
Fire Brigade given the time constraints under which Gwent was operating in terms ofLGR.
13 .17 The Brigade Quarterly Retained Firefighter Drill Programme did require that once a year a
lecture was to be given on "Ventilation" although there was no reference to any supporting
bibliography which should be used as a reference for retained Junior Officers in preparing the
lecture. The contents of the Manual of Firemanship Book 12 Chapter I 0 would generally
have been used as the basis for the lecture which apart from one paragraph on smoke
explosions, deals with the value of ventilation in terms of preventing and reducing smoke
damage and fire spread, assisting firefighters in tenns of locating and attacking the fire, and
practical methods of removing smoke from premises. The paragraph on smoke explosions
does warn firefighters of the serious risk which may exist when flammable smoke and
vapours collect in an enclosed space and are subsequently mixed with air. It makes reference
to foamed rubber in particular as a material which can produce this flammable smoke,
potentially leading to a smoke explosion. However the text does not use the term
backdraught, is extremely basic in tenns of indicators of a smoke explosion and concludes
that:
13 .18 Firemen should take particular care to protect themselves from any possible blast wave, e.g.
by avoiding the front of openings and keeping close to the floor.
13.19 Gwent Fire Brigade did include an item in their Technical Infonnation and Procedures (TIP)
file on the 11 Explosion Risk of Foamed Rubber" which elaborated on the information given in
Book 12 Chapter 10. A revised TIP on the subject was issued to stations in July 1990
however the TIP stated that:
13 .20 Jn broad terms, the def/agration ofaccumulatedflammable vapours is unlikely to take place
except in a closed compartment of relatively small size. A bedroom; ltvingroom or small
storeroom, whose door or windows were neither open or broken might lead to a hazardous
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condition, which is unlikely to exist in a small area of a large warehouse or factory
compartment.
13.21 The TIP deals specifically with foamed rubber as a source of flammable smoke and suggests

ventilation as a means of reducing the hazardous conditions these enclosed smouldering fires
create. It suggests further reading, the Manual ofFiremanship Book 6A Chapter 32 Section
8 (sic) and Chapter 37 Section 3 and 4 which deal with ventilation and have been replaced by
the Manual ofFiremanship Book 12 referred to above. There was no specific requirement in
the Brigade's Quarterly Retained Firefighter Drill Programme to use TIPs as a reference
source for continuation training of personnel and no cross references to TIP's relevant to any
particular training session required under the programme. The use of information contained
in TIP's in any quarterly retained training session would have been dependant on the retained
Junior Officer remembering the existence of TIP's relevant to the subject heading given in the
Drill Programme.

13.22 The Brigade's Initial Breathing Apparatus Course, given to fuefighters to train them in the
correct procedures to be adopted when wearing breathing apparatus, did not cover
backdraughts or the indicators of potential backdraughts in the syllabus. Similarly Breathing
Apparatus Refresher Courses, required to be undertaken by all qualified breathing apparatus
wearers every two years, did not include backdraught training.
13.23 Whether or not training could have prevented the delayed backdraught occurring at the

incident is open to debate. There appear to have been two possible options open to the initial
crew attending to minimise the risk to the firefighters committed to make the snatch rescue.
Firstly the venting of the premises to remove the fire gases by the opening or breaking of
windows at ground and first floor levels or secondly by making an attack on the fire in the
kitchen from the rear of the premises to prevent an ignition source from reaching the fire
gases. The decision to take either or both of these preventative measures would have been
dependant on the crew of the Blaina fire appliance recognising the indicators present at the
incident for a potential backdraught to occur, and subsequently re-deploying their limited
resources in tenns of manpower in an attempt to prevent the occurrence.
CONCLUSION

13.24 The crews attending the incident had not been provided with specific structured
training in how to recognise the indicators of a potential backdraught and the tactics
to reduce the risk of the backdraught occurring. Training in terms of lectures on
ventilation, required under either the Quarterly Retained Firefighter Drill Programme
or the Wholetime Firefighter Training Programme operating in Gwent, provided the
crews with little information on backdraughts, and was not, in the case of retained
firefighters, supported by any references to a bibliography to be used in the
preparation of lectures. There was no practical training given to crews in backdraught
recognition or fll'efighting techniques.
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b) TRAINING OF THE OFFICER-IN-CHARGE

13.25 Regulation 3 of the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1992, made
under the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, places the following duty on employers:
3.-(1) Every employer shall make a suitable and sufficient assessment of(a) the risks to the health and safety ofhis employees to which they are exposed whilst
they are at work; and
(b) the risks to the health and safety ofpersons not in his employment arising out of or
in connection with the conduct by him of his undertaking,
for the purpose of identifying the measures he needs to take to comply with the requirements
and prohibitions imposed upon him by or under the relevant statutory provisions.

13.26 Regulation 8 (part) of the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1992
states:
Every employer shall provide his employees with comprehensible and relevant information
on(a) the risks to their health and safety identified by the assessment;
(b) the preventive and protective measures;

13 .27 At an incident the senior fire brigade officer in attendance is responsible for the health and
safety of the personnel under his or her command. In the case of the incident at 14 Zephaniah
Way, Sub Officer 1
(Blaina fire appliance OiC) could not carry out a suitable and
sufficient assessment of the risks to the health and safety of the crew under his command as
he had not received adequate training which would allow him to recognise the indicators of a
potential backdraught. Consequently he was not in a position to instigate the necessary
preventive and protective measures to minimise the risk to the BA crew who were
subsequently caught in the backdraught.
CONCLUSION
13.28 The Officer-in-Charge of the initial attendance was not in a position to carry out a
suitable and sufficient risk assessment of the dangers to his initial BA crew due to
inadequate training in regard to the recognition of indicators of a potential
backdraught. Consequently he would not have been in a position to instigate
appropriate preventive and protective measures to minimise the risk to that BA crew.
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14. BREATHING APPARATUS PROCEDURES
14.1

Gwent Fire Brigade operated breathing apparatus procedures in line with Technical Bulletin
1/1989 - Breathing Apparatus {TB 1/89). The crews of both the Blaina and Abertillery fire
appliances had received practical training in breathing apparatus procedures in the form of an
initial Breathing Apparatus Wearer's Course and periodic Breathing Apparatus Refresher
Courses which were run internally by the Brigade.

14.2

The incident at 14 Zephaniah Way calls into question some of the suggested procedures in
Technical Bulletin 1/1989 and highlights shortcomings as regards those procedures where
Stage 1 Breathing Apparatus Entry Control is set up.

14.3

When the Blaina crew arrived at the incident at 06.09 hours and 59 seconds they were
confronted with a situation which required immediate action in terms of rescues if the
occupants of the house were to stand a chance of survival. The BA team, who had begun
donning their sets en-route to the incident, proceeded to the front of the property
immediately and became self-contained in order to effect a snatch rescue {paragraph 4.20).
Consequently the setting up of Stage 1 Entry Control as laid down in TB 1/89 did not take
place. The procedure (part) laid down in TB 1/89 for implementing BA Stage 1 Entry
Control is as follows:

14.4

17. DUTIES OF BA WEARERS AT AN INCIDENT
(1) Firefighters ordered to wear breathing apparatus at an incident are responsible for:

(b) handing the tally to the entry control officer before entering the risk area;

23. DUTIES OF ENTRY CONTROL OFFICERS (STAGE 1)
(1) The duties of the Stage 1 Entry Control Officer at each entry control point include:

(a) providing an entry control board and suitable waterproofmarker, and providing
and wearing a breathing apparatus control tabard;
(b) taking up the position nominated by the officer-in-charge for the entry control

point;
{c) indicating clearly on the entry control board that Stage 1 is in operation;
(d) receiving the tallies of breathing apparatus wearers and checking that the name
of the wearer and cylinder content at the time of entry into the risk area are
co"ectly recorded;
14.5

Although it is not disputed that these procedures, if followed correctly, provide an adequate
level of control over firefighters in breathing apparatus entering and leaving a risk area,
firefighters feel a moral obligation at certain incidents to act immediately where life is
threatened and rescues are required. This is particularly true when children are involved.
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14.6

The requirement to set up a Stage l Entry Control Point, to hand in BA tallies at the Stage 1
Entry Control Point and the checking of the cylinder contents and the wearers name by the
BA Entry Control Officer prior to the BA crews entering the risk area, increases the time it
takes to enter the property. Where a fire appliance initially attends a "persons reported" call
and no BA Entry Control Point is in existence, firefighters are placed in a position where they
must either delay their entry to the risk area in order to carry out the required entry
procedures, or as more often happens, not comply with the requirements of the entry
procedures as laid down in TB 1/89. This facilitates a faster entry and consequently increase
the chances of effecting a successful rescue with improved chances of survival for the
rescued person(s).

14.7

The entry control procedures in TB 1/89 do not take into account the decision which
firefighters often take, based on the prevailing circumstances on arrival, to effect a "snatch
rescue" at an incident. If the initial crew attending an incident decide to attempt a snatch
rescue then it is not unusual for Stage 1 Control to be set up after the BA crew has entered
the risk area. The BA Entry Control Officer is then placed in a position where he/she is
unsure of the actual 0 Time In" to be recorded on the BA tally, and must make an estimate of
the time of entry of the BA crew.

14.8

As stated, a BA Stage 1 Entry Control Point was not set up at 14 Zephaniah Way in line with
TB 1/89. This lead to inaccuracies in the details recorded on the BA control board when the
details of the BA crews were filled in. Liff1
(8031) had started to record details on the
BA board, which he had placed at the rear of the appliance on arrival (paragraph 4.18),
however he had also been responsible for operating the pump and sending messages from the
incident to Control. These messages, requesting additional resources at 06.11 hours and 18
seconds and confirming that an ambulance had been mobilised to the incident at 06.14 hours
and 28 seconds, were of an urgent nature and L/ff1
adjudged the sending of them to
take precedence over the completion of the entry details on the board. The BA tallies were
not handed to him by the BA crew prior to them making an entry and consequently he had to
estimate the cylinder contents for the wearers and the time at which they made their entry.
The details recorded by him on the board were an estimated time of entry of 06.00 hours and
estimated cylinder contents of 200 bars for both wearers. He had written these details on the
board across the empty tally slots but had not completed the wearers names, time of whistle
or location of team. Liff1
left the BA board and donned BA himself at 06.15 hours and
45 seconds to attempt to rescue the BA crew who were caught in the backdraught
(paragraph 4.40).

14.9

When resources became available for a new BA Entry Control Officer on the arrival of the
fire appliance from Abertillery, the BA board showed only two wearers as being committed
to the risk area, with no tallies in the board and no names of the wearers. The new BAECO,
Ff6
(8021 ), entered details of the B02 l BA crew who were to be committed to
effect a rescue of the occupant of No. 16 Zephaniah Way. Having done this Ff6
approached Sub Officer 1
(B02 l) to ascertain the names of the Blaina BA crew
shown on the BA board. Sub Officer 1
infonned him that the crew shown as being
committed on the board were FfK Lane and Ff S Griffin (paragraph 4.55). Ff6
had started and calculated the time of
added these details to the entry which Liff1
whistle for this crew as being 06.35 hours.
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14. 10 Ff6
remained unaware that there was a third BA crew committed at the incident
until after the rescue ofFfK Lane and Ff Griffin. This third crew comprised Liff1
and
Ff1
(8031 ), who had entered No 14 Zephaniah Way to attempt the rescue of their
colleagues (paragraph 4.45) . No entry details for this crew were ever made on the BA board.

Lane 200 6.00

6.35.

GriJfm 200 6.00

6.35.

Ff 4 180

6.50.

Ff 5 180

6.50.

Ff 9

7.09.

Ff 8

170 6.41
160 6.4 1

7.07.

Ff 4 I 80 6.50

7.20.

Ff 5 I80 6.50

7.20.

PLATE 25
Stage 1 BA Board used at incident
(Ff K Lane, B03 1, l st entry - Ff 4
B02 l, 3 rd and 7th entries)
14. 11 The BA crew consisting of Liff1
and Ff1
were essentially assuming the role of a
BA Emergency Team. In regard to the provision of emergency teams, TB 1/89 (part) states:

31.

f<MERGENCYTEAMS
(1) Emergency teams of breathing apparatus wearers are estahlished at all incidents
where Stage 11 breathing apparatus entry control procedures are in operation
and at other incidents where personnel resources permit.
(7) The Ent1y Control Officer will deploy the emergency team in the following
circumstances:
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(a) where a breathing apparatus team or wearer fail to return to the entry
control point by the calculated 'time of whistle' ; or

(b) where contact with a breathing apparatus line commtmications team is lost
without warning; or
(c) where a distress signal unit is reported operating; or
(d) in any other circumstances appearing to require their deployment.
14 .12 The initial attendance mobilised to the incident could not provide adequate personnel
resources to establish a BA emergency team to stand-by at the Entry Control Point. This lead
to a delay in the entry of a BA crew to undertake the rescue of Ff K Lane and Ff Griffin. The
committal of personnel from the initial appliance attending the incident to assume the role of
the BA emergency team left no Breathing Apparatus Entry Control Officer at the incident
and when the BA board was completed by personnel from the second appliance attending,
there was no hand over ofBAECO responsibility resulting in the omission of details of one
BA crew from the BA board altogether.

CONCLUSION
14.13 The suggested pr~edures laid down in Technical Bulletin 1/89 regarding the setting

up of Stage 1 BA Entry Control prior to committing BA wearen to the risk area do
not take into account the moral pressure on firefighten to act quickly when the initial
appliance attending an incident is faced with a "snatch rescue" situation. This can
lead to Stage 1 BA Entry Control being set up after the BA crew has been committed
with consequent room for mistakes to be made in the recording procedures for the
time of entry of that BA crew.

14.14 The requirement for BA Emergency Teams to be established when Stage 1 BA Entry

Control is in operation, only if personnel resources permit, has implications for the
weight of attack initially mobilised to incidents. An initial mobilisation of two fll"e
appliances to the incident at 14 Zephaniah Way would have provided the penonnel
resources necessary to establish a BA emergency team at the incident prior to the
backdraught occurring. This would have facilitated a faster committal of BA penonnel
to effect the rescue of the firefigbten caught in the backdraugbt.
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15. STANDARDS OF FIRE COVER
15 .1

The Consultative Document on Future Fire Policy, published in June 1980 by the Home
Office, suggested that there was a need for a national review of standards of fire cover. In
February 1981, the Central Fire Brigades Advisory Councils for England and Wales and for
Scotland agreed that the appropriate machinery for such a review would be a Joint
Committee of the Councils.

15.2

The first term of reference agreed by the Advisory Council was to consider suggestions for
changes to the guidance on standards of fire cover, as set out in Fire Service Circulars
43/1958 and 23/1974, and Scottish Fire Service Circulars 934/1958 and 14/1974. The
Committee met on 12 occasions between July 1981 and October 1984 and presented it's
report to the CFBAC on the 24th November 1984. The report, which ran to some 56 pages,
made recommendations to the Central Fire Brigades Advisory Council and the Home
Secretary on the minimum numbers of fire appliances which should be mobilised in the first
instance to a fire and minimum attendance times for those appliances based on the risk
category of the area in which the fire occurred.

15.3

Fire Service Circular 4/1985, published on 22nd May 1985 by the Home Office, stated that
the Home Secretary had received the report of the Joint Committee on Standards of Fire
Cover and accepted Ws recommendations. The Home Secretary recommended the adoption
of the standards set down in the report to Fire Authorities who subsequently carried out the
review procedure laid down in the report.

15. 4

The recommendations of the Committee in terms of minimum attendances and minimum
attendance times may be summarised as follows:
Risk Category
'A'
'B'
'C'

'D'
High Risk

15. 5

No. of Pumps in Attendance
3

2
1
1

Approximate Time Limits for
Attendance (in minutes)
lst
2nd 3rd
5
5
8
5
8
8-10
20

Predetermined Attendance

With regard to areas categorised as 'C' risk the Committee considered that Fire Authorities
should review attendance policies to determine whether and if so to what extent, parts of the
'C' risk area should attract an enhanced attendance of two fire appliances with the second
appliance aiming to arrive as soon as realistically possible after the first. The review of
attendance policies should take place in the light of a general review of risk categorisation of
areas on the basis of updated guidelines which were recommended by the Committee. The
revised prose for 'C' Risk Areas in the Committee's report, page 22 Annex A, is as follows:
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15.6

RISK CATEGORIES: REVISION OF THE PROSE DESCRIPTIONS IN THE HOME
DEPARTMENTS' CIRCULARS OF 1958
Category C Risk
Category C risk areas are normally to be found in the suburbs of the larger towns and the
built-up areas ofsmaller towns. For an area to be classified as C risk it should contain
built-up areas of substantial size, where the risk of life loss or damage to property in the
event offire is usually low, although in certain areas the risk of death or injury may be
relatively high. Concentrations ofproperty may vary, but will generally be of limited
extent. Examples ofsuch areas might include:
(i)
Developments ofgenerally post-war housing, including terraced and multi-storey
dwellings, deck access housing and blocks offlats.
(ii)
Areas of older, generally pre-war, detached or te"aced multi-storey dwellings,
with a predominance ofproperty converted for multiple occupation.
(iii)
Areas ofsuburban te"aced, semi-detached and detached residential properties.
(iv)
Mixed /ow-risk industrial and residential areas.
(v)
Industrial or commercial areas ofsmaller houses where there are few higher-risk
occupancies.

15.7

The revised prose descriptions of risk categories were intended to provide a starting point for
an examination of part or the whole of a brigade area in general terms. To accurately assess
the appropriate risk category to be assigned to that area the use of a formula was
recommended by the Committee. The formula was designed to assist with calculating the
potential risk category of individual premises within an area. The formula would be used to
determine the points rating, or fire grading of particular premises on the basis that a tally of
16 points or above is a potential category 'A' risk, 11 to 15 points is a potential category 'B'
risk and 10 points and below is category 1C' or 'D' risk.
The Committee stated that the formula should not be regarded as providing an automatic
decision as to the categorisation of a specific area but rather should be seen as a detailed
guide, which would help standardise and refine the interpretations and application of the
prose descriptions of risk categories. The formula awarded points to individual premises
based on:
1) Building Density
2) Building Construction
3) Number of Storeys
4) Occupancy Rating - High, Medium or Low
A low occupancy rating was given to housing of high quality with a low occupancy.

15.8

In the study carried out by the Committee in determining the weight of attendance at 'C' risk
fires it was recommended that no change should be made in the nominal attendance unless
felt appropriate in the light of the general review of categorisation.

15.9

14 Zephaniah Way, Blaina was a modem mid-terraced two bedroom residential property and
consequently, based on the risk categorisation formula recommended by the Committee
would attract an attendance commensurate with 'C' risk i.e. one fire appliance to attend
within 8110 minutes.
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15. 10 The Brigade mobilising procedure set out in Brigade Orders Section 5. 1.7. - Initial
Attendances to Fires and Notification of Officers - complies with the minimum standards
recommended in the Joint Committee Report regarding initial weight of attack at property
fires. Section 5.1. 7. of this order is reproduced below:
5.1. 7.

Initial Attendances to Fires and Notification of Officers

(a)

First Attendances to Incidents will be made as follows:

IMMEDIATE ACTION
Type ofFll'e/lncldent

SECONDARY
ACTION

First Attendance

Officers
Mobilised

Officns
Informed

Principal
Officer

PERSONS REPORTED
Missing or Trapped

2 Wrl, (or WrT)
or PDA ifgreater

Stn. O.
Duty ADO

Duty
Officer

Duty PO

HOUSE AND
RESIDENTIAL
CARAVAN FIRES
'B' Risk area
'C' & 'D' Risk area

2 Wrl (or WrT)
I WrJ (or WrT)

Stn. 0 .
Stn. 0.

Duty ADO
Duty ADO

Appliances

Inform
Police
Ambulance

Police
Police

15 .11 The increase in the initial weight of attack to 2 fire appliances for house and residential
caravan fires in 1C1 and 1D 1 risk areas where persons are reported trapped is over and above
that required under the 1985 Standards of Fire Cover Report recommendations.
15 .12 Accordingly when the initial call for the house fire at 14 Zephaniah Way, Blaina was received
the Brigade mobilised an initial predetermined attendance of one fire appliance. The call was
connected to the Gwent Fire Brigade Control Room by British Telecom at 06.03 hours and
19 seconds. The fire brigade control operator ascertained from the caller that the incident
was a house fire and that everyone was out of the property. Based on this information the
control operator operated the turnout system for Blaina Fire Station at 06.04 hours and 20
seconds (paragraph 4.3).
15. 13 In line with Brigade procedures for the mobilising of reinforcing appliances over and above
the predetermined attendance based on risk categorisation of an area, the control operator
mobilised a second appliance to attend the incident following a repeat call from a member of
the public who stated that there were persons reported to be in the property on fire. The next
nearest appliance was located at Abertillery Fire Station and the turnout system for this
station was operated at 06.09 hours and 58 seconds (paragraph 4.13).
15. 14 The fire appliance mobilised to the incident from Blaina Fire Station booked in attendance at
the incident at 06.09 hours and 59 seconds. The fire appliance mobilised to the incident from
Abertillery Fire Station booked in attendance at the incident at 06.19 hours and 46 seconds.
From the brigade witness statements and digital voice operated logging tape the time at
which the delayed backdraught occurred has been estimated as being 06.15 hours and 45
seconds.
15 .15 The accuracy with which the time of the backdraught has been pinpointed is based on the
witness statement ofLFf 1
, the driver of the Blaina fire appliance, who had just
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completed a message to Control requesting confirmation that an ambulance had been
mobilised to the incident (06.15.41) and was making his way to the rear of the appliance to
complete the BA board details when he became aware of a 'whoosh' from the house
(paragraph 4.36).
15. 16 The fire appliance mobilised to the incident from Abertillery Fire Station took 9 minutes and
48 seconds to get to the incident. Ifboth appliances had been mobilised to the incident on
receipt of the initial call for the incident i.e . at 06.04 hours and 20 seconds then the second
appliance would have arrived at the incident at 06. 14 hours and 8 seconds, approximately 1
minute and 37 seconds before the backdraught occurred. This additional appliance would
have provided the manpower to either facilitate an attack on the fire prior to the Blaina BA
crew re-entering the property to attempt a second rescue, or to initiate venting operations in
the property to remove the accumulated flammable gases. It could certainly have provided
the manpower for a BA emergency team to standby in line with the procedures laid down in
Technical Bulletin 1/89 - Breathing Apparatus - paragraph 31, which the Brigade used as the
basis for it's breathing apparatus training.
15 .17 At the time the backdraught occurred, the crew members of the Blaina fire appliance were
engaged in the following duties:

* Sub Officer 1

(paragraph 4.38).

was resuscitating a child casualty rescued by the BA crew

* Liff1

had just passed a message to Control and was proceeding to the rear of the
appliance to resume his duties as BA Entry Control Officer and pump operator
(paragraph 4.36).

*Ff1

was assisting with the resuscitation of the child casualty (paragraph 4.37).

*Ff2
was attempting to raise the occupant of the No . 16 Zephaniah Way who was
reported as being trapped in a smoke-logged house (paragraph 4.39).
15. 18 The question which this incident raises in regard to the weight of attack of initial attendances
to property fires in 'C' and 'D' risk areas as laid down in the Central Fire Brigades Advisory
Council Report of the Joint Committee on Standards of Fire Cover 1985 is to what extent
firefighter safety was taken into account in recommending these minimum attendances? The
Report included a Study of Working Patterns at the Scene of Incidents in an attempt to:
determine the capabilities of current appliances under different crewing arrangements, with
a view to suggesting the optimum fire fighting unit for different classes of situation (para
3.11)
however the Committee found it difficult to arrive at an agreed view on the significance to be
attached to the findings of the study and decided not to rely on the study in coming to
conclusions. The study did however recognise that:
the longer travelling times in the lower risk category areas generally implied that fires in
these areas would he more fully developed by the time the first attendance appliance(s)
arrived (para 3.15)
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15 .19 The recommended one pump attendances and minimum attendance times in 'C' and 'D' risk
areas have always been of concern to firefighters in that they are provided with less resources
to fight more fully developed fires with reinforcements generally taking longer to arrive than
at fires occuring in 'A' and 'B' risk areas.

CONCLUSION
15 .20 The recommended minimum attendances and minimum attendance times as laid down
in the 1985 CFBAC report on Standards of Fire Cover are weighted more in favour of
limiting the spread of fire as opposed to ensuring that the safety of f1refighten making
up the first attendance at these incidents is not jeopardised by the initial mobilisation
of insufficient resources. In the case of the incident at 14 Zephaniah Way, Blaina, an
initial mobilisation of two appliances on receipt of the first call to the incident would
have provided an additional crew at the fire one minute and 37 seconds before the
backdraught occurred. This additional crew could have begun tirefighting I venting
duties prior to the re-committal of the Blaina BA crew who were caught in the
backdraught. The second appliance could also have provided a BA emergency team.

